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Professional Kitchen & Bath Software

ProKitchen Software
Join thousands of designers, architects, home builders and remodelers who rely on 

the pioneering technology of ProKitchen Software.

ProKitchen is the only professional kitchen and bath design software that 

runs on native Mac and Windows devices, providing astonishing photo-

realistic 3D renderings and access to hundreds of manufacturers catalogs, 

ensuring accurate pricing quotes.

This state-of-the-art kitchen and bath software offers the ability to improve 

the customer experience with amazing iPhone, iPad, and Android solutions, as 

well as point stylus features.

ProKitchen
Compatible with



We recognized the challenge...

Kitchen and bathroom design can be costly and complicated without the right 

tools. Your customers want to be able to visualize their space in a realistic way 

before making a big investment, and in today’s world, drawings and blueprints 

just won’t cut it. You need a design software that can give your customers the 

high-quality design they want, while giving you the simple, intuitive design 

tools you need. 
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...and are bringing you the solution. 

ProKitchen Software delivers an unparalleled level of realism. Every color, pattern and finish appears true-to-life, 

allowing your customer to feel as though they’re walking through the design, experiencing each and every detail. 

Your customer will be able to choose from hundreds of manufacturer catalogs, designing their kitchen or bath to 

be a perfect fit.  ProKitchen’s distinctive products provide opportunities for increased sales and revenue as well as 

a higher level of productivity for kitchen and bathroom dealers, designers, architects, and builders.

Advanced Technology and cutting-edge software developments set ProKitchen apart from other K&B software 

solutions. The strength of ProKitchen lies not only in the inventiveness of the product, but in its Java technology 

foundation, leading to stability with no lockups. Our software boasts a versatile, flexible countertop module, a 

closet designer and direct-to-manufacturer electronic ordering.



Why Choose ProKitchen? 

Easy-to-use Interface

We understand that you’re a designer, not a software engineer. ProKitchen is 

easy to learn and was created with the designer in mind. We’re giving you all the 

tools you need to create, share and price a beautiful and accurate design, without 

complicating things. 

Hundreds of Manufacturer Catalogs

Give your client the freedom to choose from hundreds of cabinet and appliance 

manufacturers, from major brand names to boutique suppliers. 

Photo-realistic Renderings

Sell your clients on your design with renderings that let them truly experience 

it. Every color, pattern and finish appear true to life, and each rendering can be 

viewed as a fully rotational, 360 degree panorama. 

Advanced Sharing Capabilities

Sharing your designs with clients is as easy as sending an email. Designers also 

have the ability to send fully rotational, 3D designs to clients’ smartphones and 

tablets via the ProKitchen’s iProK3D App.  
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Sunlight Auto Positioning

Soft Shadows 

Lighting Inside Kitchen Cabinets

ProKitchen’s Latest Features



Realistic Reflective Surfaces

Lighting Inside Kitchen Cabinets

Light Rail Molding Wizard



Step into your designs with ProKitchen Panorama

See your designs brought to life, months before even starting construction. With ProKitchen Panorama you can 

give your clients a virtual pass into the future, allowing them to see their kitchen or bath as though they are standing 

right in it. 

Watch as your design moves with you, responding to your every turn, tilt and rotation. You’ll fall in love with it’s 

responsiveness, while your client falls in love with your design.  

ProKitchen Panorama

Take your designs wherever the world takes you

Introducing ProKitchen Online

ProKitchenOnline is a web-based software solution that 

gives you access to the entire scope of ProKitchen Software, 

without being tied down to a hardware key.

ProKitchen Online will revolutionize the way you design by 

transforming any computer into your personal workspace at 

the click of a button. It’s the same high-quality design software 

you know and love, redeveloped to fit your fast-paced, ever-

changing work environment. 
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Additional features:

Fast and robust panoramic views on both 

Mac and PC. Take your panoramas with you 

on your smartphone or tablet. Easy to share—

just email your client a panoramic view link 

and they can view it in their web browser on 

their smartphones, tablets or computers.  

   • Available to all ProKitchen users—no          

support package necessary!



Access hundreds of manufacturer catalogs with ProKitchen Software, 

ranging from major brands to custom-crafted offerings. We deliver 

each catalog through automatic updates via the ProKitchen 

Cloud. When a new catalog update is released, you’ll receive 

a notification. Within a matter of minutes you’ll be able to 

continue your design with an updated catalog. 

A Sampling of Supported Catalogs

Make Updates Even Easier With ProKitchen Cloud

You asked and we delivered. ProKitchen Stylus merges the innovative technology of design software 
with the tools you’re most familiar with--your own hands. The result is a design experience that’s 

A new way to design, keyboard and mouse free

both comfortable and intutive. It’s the same design 
software you know and love, optimized for your 

tablet devices. 

Let your stylus be your guide. With the innovative 
digit-pad technology developed by ProKitchen 

Software, you can create beautiful, photo-realistic 
designs without even touching your mouse or 
keyboard.   

Hundreds of Cabinet & Appliance Catalogs

... and many more!



ProKitchen NEW Features
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NEW 3D Door – 
Windows Frame Wizard

A new 3D Door/Window Frame Wizard 

provides the ability to edit every 

aspect of the door and window frame 

including its shape, finish, casement 

width and other parameters. Users 

can even change the tilt angle of the 

window shades and blinds to replicate 

sunlight shadows on the walls.

NEW 3D Sunlight Auto- 
Positioning

Manually positioning sunlight behind 

a window is a challege. ProKitchen 

tackles this issue with the Sunlight 

Auto-Positioning Feature that positions 

light behind windows at the proper 

height and distance, automatically.

NEW Sharp No-Color 
Rendering w/ Super 
Antialiasing

No-color renderings are critical for 

kitchen installation. Some computer 

graphics cards are notorious for 

displaying renderings with edges that 

appear to be zig-zag shaped. The 

new ProKitchen technology provides 

a super antialiasing (edge- smoothing) 

automated feature.

NEW Window Shades & 
Blinds Wizard

The new window shades and blinds 

wizards allow for the tilting of shades 

and blinds at any angle. They can also 

be raised or lowered in a realistic way, 

and natural blind shadows create a 

rendering that more closely mimics a 

photograph.

NEW Quick Reports

Create automated reports by 

Created with new Java FX
2016 technology, our new, modern 

interface is complete with ribbon toolbars 

and menus that look great on both Mac 

and Windows computers. Don’t worry—

this new look won’t replace the previous 

interface entirely. You’ll have the option 

to switch between old and new.

NEW Sensopia Magic Plan & 
eTemplate Integration

ProKitchen is now integrated with the 

Laser Measuring Tool and its software 

e- Template. Now measure your kitchens 

with the laser tool , then instantly import 

the file into ProKitchen’s plan view.

NEW e-Vision System 
Integration

ProKitchen is now completely integrated 

with the e-Vision pricing system. Design 

in ProKitchen and export the report form 

directly into the e-Vision system.

NEW Web Planner 
Integration

The newest version of ProKitchen is 

integrated with the Web Planner, so 

homeowners can now design online 

and save their design on the portal. 

The designer then receives a link to the 

plan automatically and can open it in 

ProKitchen to verify and price it. Then the 

designer can contact homeowners with 

the improved design and an accurate 

pricing quote.

NEW ProKitchen Stylus

ProKitchen Stylus merges the innovative 

technology of design software with 

the tools you’re most familiar with--

your own hands. The result is a design 

experience that’s both comfortable and 

intutive. It’s the same design software 

you know and love, optimized for your 

tablet.

NEW Free Shape Wall 
Cut

Now it’s possible to make wall cuts in any 

shape desired, creating a modern, high- 

caliber design.

NEW ProKitchen 
Panorama

See your designs brought to 

life, months before even starting 

construction. With the new ProKitchen 

Panorama you can give your clients a 

virtual pass into the future, allowing 

them to see their kitchen or bath as 

though they are standing right in it. 

NEW ProKitchen
Online

ProKitchen Online is a web-based 

software solution that gives you 

access to the entire scope of 

ProKitchen Software, without being 

tied down to a hardware key or your 

computer’s download limitations. It 

will revolutionize the way you design 

by transforming any computer into 

your personal workspace with the 

click of a button.

NEW 3D Quicklook 
Thumbnails

You’re a busy designer and you have 

many designs and clients to handle. 

With 3D Quicklook Thumbnails you 

are able to quickly see your designs 

without having to open a single file, 

saving you time. 

NEW 2016 Interface

right clicking on a design file, without 

launching your design software. PDF-

format reports are complete with design 

plan, elevation, 3D rendering, bill of 

materials and price quote.

NEW Lighting Wizard 
Save time and position 

cabinet lights, toe-kick lights and 

molding lights automatically. Just 

specify lighting wattage and number 

of lights and you’ll get beautifully 

positioned cabinets with a click of 

your mouse.



ProKitchen Key Features

Top-of-the-Line Appliance 
Catalogs

ProKitchen features top-of-the-line 

manufacturer catalogs including 

Bosch, KitchenAid, Sub-Zero, Wolf 

and Viking. This means ProKitchen 

includes all the main appliance 

manufacturer catalogs, so customers 

have access to thousands of appliance 

features

iPhone/iPad/Android 3D 360 
Viewer

Leverage the convenience of mobile 

technology and view, zoom and rotate 

your ProKitchen designs directly from 

an IPhone, IPad or Android. Email 

designs directly to clients, which they 

can then open with one click. Clients 

can view designs just as they’re 

viewed on a computer.

QuickBooks, Saberis and 
Spruce Integration

ProKitchen is integrated with hundreds 

of manufacturer pricing systems, as 

well as QuickBooks, Saberis and 

Spruce. Report from a ProKitchen 

design to any of these systems with 

the click of a mouse.

Manufacturer Electronic 
Catalogs Auto-Update

ProKitchens is the only software of 

its kind to offer this option, which 

saves time and effort. Rather than 

contacting a manufacturer to receive 

a catalog update or downloading 

it from a website, users receive a 

notification when the new catalog is 

ready. The catalog is then updated 

by ProKitchen’s unique auto update 

feature in a matter of minutes.

Catalog Fixes and 
Improvements Within 24 
Hours

While catalogs are proofed by two 

quality assurance teams before 

they’re distributed, it can be a 

complicated process, which means 

errors may happen. ProKitchen has 

a system in place in which catalogs 

are automatically updated if mistakes 

are discovered by users. The catalog 

auto update feature means a fix is 

delivered within 24 hours after its 

initial report. The catalog problem 

report system is also directly available 

within ProKitchen.

EZ-LinkElectronic Orders

Electronic orders are vital. ProKitchen 

integrates with hundreds of 

manufacturer pricing systems. Send 

electronic orders from one design to 

multiple cabinet manufacturers.

ProKitchenNet—Server 
Version

ProKitchen Net is a server addition. 

With ProKitchen Net multiple 

designers can share designs and 

collaborate with one another. All 

licenses use only one hardware key. 

All necessary information and designs 

from every store can be saved on the 

server for convenient access.

NKBA Assistant

Utilize the ProKitchen NKBA Assistant 

to ensure all NKBA design regulations 

are met with each design.

Photorealistic, 3D, Fast, 
Reliable
With 3D technology that makes 

it challenging for even the most 

experienced of professionals to 

discern between the 3D image and 

a photograph, ProKitchen is the 

preferred kitchen and bath software 

option. High- definition technology 

is available with minimal hardware 

requirements. Every feature including 

colors, patterns and finishes are 

accurately represented and appear 

true to life, giving a rich customer 

experience.

Automatically Stacked 
Moldings

Stack moldings automatically with a 

drag-and-drop tool. Efficiently and 

easily create stacked moldings on 

some or all of a design’s wall and tall 

cabinets.

Solutions Library
If a user of ProKitchen wants to save 

a particular element or portion of a 

design for later use or reference it can 

quickly be added to their Solutions 

Library or the Solutions catalog. The 

particular part of the design can then 

be used in the future. Drawings

The ProKitchen sketch tool is one of 

the most well-known and revered 

features. It’s not only incredibly easy 

to use, but also creates accuracy and 

professional layouts.

Multi-Quote and Combined 
Reports
Take advantage of different types of 

reports including customer reports, 

manufacturer reports and multi-

quote reports. Multi-quote reports 

lets users quote varying options on 

the same design. A combined report 

allows users to combine multiple 

documents—such as drawings or 

3D images, Bill of Materials, plan 

and elevation views—into a single 

document that can be saved as a 

PDF...which they can send as a more 

professional, single attachment to the 

customer

Import SketchUp 3D Shapes

The SketchUp 3D Import feature allows 

for access to hundreds of thousands 

of 3D shapes from the online library. 

Users have the option to import any of 

these shapes into ProKitchen. Those 

3D shapes can also be scaled and 

textured and then used in designs for 

an added element of photorealism.



About ProKitchen Software

ProKitchen is the only K&B professional design software that works on both PC and MAC, with only one 

hardware key for all your PC and MAC laptops and desktops. The core value of ProKitchen is the quality of 

visualization and the level of details that can be viewed by customers. ProKitchen achieves the seemingly 

unattainable goal of creating 3D scenes in real time with photo-realistic images. A customer can virtually 

touch, hold and feel cabinetry and appliances with his/her hands while "walking around" and redecorating 

their kitchen or bathroom.

ProKitchen’s Latest Features

ProKitchen 
Online

ProKitchen 
Panorama

ProKitchen 
Stylus
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